
INTRODUCTION

Sixty years ago, Crick, Barnett, Brenner, and Watts-

Tobin postulated key features of the genetic code [1].

They suggested that a group of three bases (a codon)

encodes one amino-acid; that the code is not overlap-

ping, that the sequence of the bases is read from a fixed

starting point, that the code does not contain any special

“commas” to show how to select the right triplets and

that the code is “degenerate”; that is, in general, one par-

ticular amino acid can be encoded by one of several (syn-

onymous) codons [1]. Subsequent studies on the respons-

es of aminoacyl-transport RNAs (tRNAs) to trinu-

cleotide templates allowed the general patterns of decod-

ing to be established and to reveal the exact nature of

degeneracy of the genetic code [2-8].

It was further recognized, that synonymous codons,

while coding for the same amino acid, might not neces-

sarily be entirely equivalent [9-19]. It was found that syn-

onymous codons are decoded with different rates/effi-

ciencies (and stringencies) and that the frequencies of

occurrence of the synonymous codons largely determine

the rate at which the synonymous codons are decoded
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Abstract—The genetic code sets the correspondence between the sequence of a given nucleotide triplet in an mRNA mole-

cule, called a codon, and the amino acid that is added to the growing polypeptide chain during protein synthesis. With four

bases (A, G, U, and C), there are 64 possible triplet codons: 61 sense codons (encoding amino acids) and 3 nonsense codons

(so-called, stop codons that define termination of translation). In most organisms, there are 20 common/standard amino

acids used in protein synthesis; thus, the genetic code is redundant with most amino acids (with the exception of Met and

Trp) are being encoded by more than one (synonymous) codon. Synonymous codons were initially presumed to have entire-

ly equivalent functions, however, the finding that synonymous codons are not present at equal frequencies in mRNA sug-

gested that the specific codon choice might have functional implications beyond coding for amino acid. Observation of non-

equivalent use of codons in mRNAs implied a possibility of the existence of auxiliary information in the genetic code.

Indeed, it has been found that genetic code contains several layers of such additional information and that synonymous

codons are strategically placed within mRNAs to ensure a particular translation kinetics facilitating and fine-tuning co-

translational protein folding in the cell via step-wise/sequential structuring of distinct regions of the polypeptide chain

emerging from the ribosome at different points in time. This review summarizes key findings in the field that have identified

the role of synonymous codons and their usage in protein folding in the cell.
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[20-22]. It should be noted in this regard that the

rate/efficiency at which a codon is translated is largely

determined by the availability of cognate tRNA(s),

whereas fidelity is generally impacted by the competition

with noncognate tRNA(s) [23-27]. As it was found that

the codon frequencies usually correlate with the availabil-

ity/concentration of cognate tRNAs [12, 13, 16], it was

suggested that the codon choice affects translation elon-

gation rates [20-22] (tRNA concentration appeared to be

one of the major determinants affecting decoding times

[28, 29]). Indeed, many subsequent experiments showed

that the frequently used codons are translated more rap-

idly than the infrequently used ones due to the higher

availability (during decoding of the message) of the corre-

sponding frequent cognate tRNAs [20-22, 30, 31]. In line

with these observations, the highly expressed genes were

also found to harbor more preferred/frequent codons

compared to the lowly expressed genes, which were found

to be enriched in synonymous un-preferred codons

[17, 18]. And while optimal/frequent codons were found

to differ among species, coordinated with changes in the

population of tRNA genes [13, 16], it was concluded that

the messenger RNA (mRNA) encodes not only the

amino acid sequence of the protein, but also specifies the

protein expression levels [32-36]. A theory of codon-

tRNA co-evolution (necessary to balance accurate and

efficient protein production) was put forward [32-36]. It

has been proposed that selection favors optimal/frequent

codons over un-preferred/rare codons to support efficient

protein production [32-36]. However, it has later became

clear that the un-preferred codons are also subjects to

constraints and have important functional roles, particu-

larly in mRNA homeostasis/intracellular stability [37-44]

and protein folding in the cell (see below).

In parallel with the efforts to establish the nature of

the genetic code and the decoding process, it was deter-

mined that the amino acid sequence of a protein contains

the protein folding code, i.e., information necessary to

specify its unique three-dimensional structure [45]. While

the exact nature of the protein folding code was (and in

part remains) unknown, it was further concluded that the

native folded state of a protein is not achieved by a ran-

dom search among all possible conformations en route to

the native structure (which would require enormous

amount of time to accomplish), but likely is achieved

through a set of limited and well-defined pathways

exploring just a set of available conformational spaces

(see reviews [46-51]).

Almost at the same time (in early 1960s and 1970s),

it was also determined that in vivo protein folding, at least

for some proteins, is a co-translational process (i.e., it

occurs during protein synthesis) [52-58]. What was

unclear then, whether the ribosome and/or the process of

translation can impact and/or fine-tune the process of

protein folding and to what extent a specific pathway of

protein folding in the cell (if it exists) may ensure high

efficiency of the in vivo protein folding. The answers to

these questions slowly emerged in the last 5 decades and

continue to emerge now.

Decoding, or translation, of mRNAs is performed by

ribosomes, with addition of each new amino acid to the

growing polypeptide chain. It can thus be hypothesized

that the nature of the decoding process, the ribosome (as a

large macromolecular complex), and/or the rate of

polypeptide polymerization may affect the final confor-

mation of the protein, by influencing conformational

space of the growing polypeptide chain and/or by chang-

ing the kinetics of protein folding during polypeptide syn-

thesis, or both. Many recent experiments indicated that it

is indeed the case and that the mechanism of decoding,

the ribosome itself, and, importantly, the kinetics of trans-

lation, which defines the rate of polypeptide chain poly-

merization may affect the process and efficiency of the

in vivo protein folding (see below). However, it was not

until 1985, when stereochemical analysis of the ribosomal

transpeptidation reaction performed by Lim and Spirin,

allowed to suggest that the decoding process can impact

protein folding and that the ribosome may facilitate gener-

ation of an alpha-helical conformation in the growing

nascent chain [59, 60], therefore supporting the view that

translation is not merely a process of sequential addition

of amino acids to the growing polypeptide, but a process

that may also influence the mechanism of protein folding.

Subsequently, we and others showed that variations

in the local translation rates primarily governed by

nonuniform and non-random utilization of the synony-

mous codons along mRNA, may affect/facilitate protein

folding by allowing ordered, sequential structuring of the

discrete nascent polypeptide chain portions synthesized

by the ribosome and that kinetics of protein synthesis may

serve as a secondary code fine-tuning protein folding in

the cell (see review [61]). Moreover, analyses of the codon

distribution along mRNA(s) allowed us and others to find

“imprints” of the protein structure embedded in mRNA

sequences [61]. It became clear that selection not only

supports efficient protein expression, but also favors a

specific non-random distribution of codons along the

message and that mutational pressure and genetic drift

position the un-preferred codons at specific locations to

have important functional role(s) and, specifically, in

protein folding [61].

Below, I’ll review some of the key findings support-

ing existence of the secondary code within the genetic

code that helps fine-tune protein folding in the cell and

explaining the role of rare/un-preferred codons in this

process.

THE CODE FOR PROTEIN FOLDING

Seminal experiments performed by Christian

Anfinsen and his colleagues (in the 1950-60s) on the
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reversible denaturation of ribonuclease [45] and many

similar subsequent experiments by other researchers,

which used a multitude of different other proteins indi-

cated that amino acid sequence of a protein contains all

the information necessary to specify its unique three-

dimensional structure [46-51]. Many theoretical and

computational studies, including recent breakthrough

research showing that it is possible to accurately predict

protein structures from the amino acid sequence [62, 63]

further supported this key postulate of the “protein fold-

ing problem”. In some (most recent) cases, in silico struc-

ture predictions appeared to be indistinguishable from the

structures determined using X-ray crystallography [64],

which is a considerable advance in the field and an

important proof of the Anfinsen’s postulate.

The concept of the folding funnel suggesting that

there could be distinct multiple pathways, which guide

protein folding to a native conformation with the lowest

free energy minimum, has been developed to explain

how proteins fold (see reviews [46-51]). This concept

was further amended by the new model for protein fold-

ing, which described the folding process through forma-

tion of the separately cooperative folding units (foldons)

(see reviews [65-67]). Several proteins have been shown

to fold via a sequential pathway consisting of such

foldon-based intermediates [65-67]. The inherently

cooperative nature of foldons was suggested to deter-

mine rapid formation of the native structure [65-67].

The foldon hypothesis was also able to satisfy the

requirement for the energetic bias toward native-like

interactions. The limited number and the small size of

such foldons (∼15-35 residues) provided an additional

solution to the Levinthal’s time-scale paradox prob-

lem [68].

For many (especially small) proteins, theoretical

studies, computational and in vitro unfolding/refolding

experiments have matched up (see [69] and ref. therein).

These experiments provided general answers to some of

the key questions in the field, namely: how do proteins

fold, and why do they fold in that way?

However, in many cases (and especially in the cases

of large proteins) these experiments could not describe

the process in full [70]. In addition, many attempts to

achieve refolding of the isolated denatured proteins in a

test tube were also only partially successful. Importantly,

refolding in a test tube was found to be exceedingly slow

[46] and for some proteins could take hours or even days

[71, 72]. At the same time, it has been well known that

this folding rate “incompatibility problem” can be easily

alleviated in vivo. It thus became clear that the co-trans-

lational nature of the protein folding process in the cell

may be a key to understanding of the natural code for pro-

tein folding. Researchers working on the protein folding

theory, and employing computational and bench experi-

ments have turned their attention to the in vivo process

aiming to understand the similarities and differences

between the in vitro and in vivo protein folding pathways

and mechanisms (see reviews [73-78]).

It must be noted in this regard that the co-transla-

tional protein folding is a process that is substantially dif-

ferent from the refolding in vitro [79-84]. It is the process

that is characterized by the attachment of the nascent

polypeptide chain (through its C-terminal end) to the

ribosome during protein synthesis, which reduces con-

formational space and degrees of freedom of the growing

chain, therefore significantly limiting the number of pos-

sible intermediates and thus also reducing the number of

possible folding pathways [79-84]. It must be also noted

that the ribosome serves as a hub [85] for many molecu-

lar chaperones and itself was found to possess intrinsic

“chaperone-like” protein folding activity (see [86-88]

and ref. therein). Molecular chaperones and folding cat-

alysts might interact with the growing nascent chain

emerging from the ribosomal tunnel, thereby accelerat-

ing the slow steps in protein folding and preventing mis-

folding [73-78]. However, it has been suggested that both

chaperones and folding catalysts are involved mainly in

kinetic partitioning between the proper folding and

aggregation; thus, they are thought to affect the yield of

the correctly folded protein rather than the folding

mechanism [73-78]. Co-translational protein folding is a

process that begins very early during the process of

polypeptide chain synthesis on the ribosome, with some

secondary structure elements (such as, e.g., alpha-

helices) forming inside the ribosomal tunnel [89-92] and

some tertiary structures forming inside the vestibule

(lower/wider) region of the ribosomal exit tunnel [93-96]

(Fig. 1). Importantly, co-translational folding is a “vec-

torial” process, whereby folding of the nascent polypep-

tide proceeds from its N- to C-terminal end, and results

in a sequential structuring of the distinct regions of the

poly-peptide emerging from the ribosomal tunnel

[61, 79-84].

Fig. 1. Co-translational folding is a stepwise vectorial process pro-

ceeding in most of the cases from the N- to C-terminal end of the

growing polypeptide chain. The appearance of distinct folding

intermediates is linked to the overall and local rates of translation.

The process begins very early during polypeptide chain synthesis

on the ribosome, with some secondary structure elements (such

as, e.g., alpha-helices) forming inside the ribosomal tunnel (and

some tertiary structures forming inside the vestibule (lower/wider)

region of the ribosomal exit tunnel. The tertiary structure of the

protein is nearly formed at the end of the protein synthesis.
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While exceptions to this general rule have been

found, where it was shown that synthesis of the polypep-

tide on the ribosome can run counter to the directional

folding of a nascent protein domain (see [97] and ref.

therein), it was nevertheless concluded that for the major-

ity of proteins the synthesis and co-translational folding

proceed concomitantly [61, 79]. Finally, co-translational

protein folding is tightly linked to translation elongation,

which is not a uniform process (see [61, 79, 98] and ref.

therein). Protein synthesis rates were suggested to be evo-

lutionarily tuned to optimize protein folding, allowing

proteins to circumvent deep kinetic traps during the co-

translational folding (see [61, 79, 98-107] and ref. there-

in). It was therefore postulated that in vivo protein self-

assembly is coordinated with protein synthesis and evolu-

tionary optimized to fast yield correctly folded proteins

with high efficiency (see [61, 79, 98-107] and ref. therein).

We and others suggested (see below) that the rare codons

(that are translated slowly) may be under evolutionary

selection to allow for efficient co-translational folding and

that translation pause sites may define the window of

opportunity for the protein parts to fold locally, particular-

ly at the critical points where folding is far from equilibri-

um (see [61, 79, 98-107] and ref. therein). It must be

noted however, that many details of the co-translational

folding process remain only partially understood and both

the mechanism and the pathway of co-translational fold-

ing remain subjects of intense investigation these days.

CO-TRANSLATIONAL PROTEIN FOLDING:

PROGRESS IN UNDERSTANDING

The progress that has been achieved in understand-

ing the co-translational protein folding has been tightly

linked to the development of novel methods and

approaches (see review [82]).

The studies of co-translational protein folding can

roughly be subdivided into three major periods. In the

early 1960s and 1970s, the first observations were made

suggesting that in vivo protein folding, at least for some

proteins, is a co-translational process [52-58]. These were

mainly steady-state experiments that established a basic

set of requirements for methods aimed at studying co-

translational folding, such as that (i) there should be an

easily measurable means for assessment of proper folding

of nascent chains on the ribosome; (ii) it must be ensured

that the specific structural features under investigation are

indeed attributable to the ribosome-bound nascent chains

and not to the polypeptide chains bound to

ribosomes/polyribosomes nonspecifically; (iii) the

polypeptide chains should be synthesized de novo to

ensure that the measured outcomes are truly the result of

a co-translational process. Majority of these early experi-

ments involved isolation/fractionation (from cellular

extracts) of the ribosome-bound nascent chain complex-

es through a sucrose density gradient, followed by the

assessment of structural properties of the nascent chains

through measurement of (i) their specific enzymatic

activities [52-54], (ii) their recognition by specific/con-

formational antibodies [55], or (iii) formation of correct

disulfide cross-bridges within and/or between the nascent

chains [56-58]. These initial experiments demonstrated

that co-translational folding does take place, however

understanding of the mechanism and the extent of this

phenomenon were limited then.

The research on co-translational folding then lan-

guished due to domination of the in vitro denaturation/

renaturation studies. Renewed interest has been generat-

ed in late 1980s and mid 1990s with recognition that the

process may not be limited to just a few isolated cases, but

may be characteristic to many proteins in the cell (see

review [82]). The research in this area has been also facil-

itated by massive application of the cell-free in vitro trans-

lation systems (such as, e.g., Rabbit Reticulocyte Lysate

(RRL) system developed by Pelham and Jackson in 1976

[108]), introduction of new model proteins (and, in par-

ticular, chemiluminescent and fluorescent proteins), and

development of new kinetic approaches that paved the

way to studies of co-translational protein folding in real

time.

In this regard, the study by Kolb, Makeyev, and

Spirin is of special interest as it was one of the first

attempts to investigate co-translational protein folding in

real-time. The authors developed a technique to continu-

ously monitor enzymatic activity of a newly synthesized

firefly luciferase in a cell-free system in a luminometer

cuvette [109]. Luciferase activity indicative of folding of

the protein was detected as soon as the full-length mole-

cule was formed in the translation reaction [109].

Importantly, addition of RNase A abrogated both transla-

tion and accumulation of the active luciferase, indicating

that synthesis and folding of firefly luciferase proceed

concomitantly. While the authors were unable to detect

any luciferase activity in the ribosome-bound chains (the

last 12 C-terminal amino acids were found to be impor-

tant for activity of the enzyme ([109] and ref. therein),

they nevertheless found that firefly luciferase became

active immediately after the release of the nascent

chains [109]. Importantly, such rapid acquisition of the

enzyme activity was incompatible with the post-transla-

tional folding scenario, as refolding of the enzyme from

the denatured state was much slower [109].

At the same time, our group at the Department of

Molecular Biology at Moscow State University together

with Alexander S. Spirin’s laboratory at the Institute of

Protein Research in Pushchino used heme binding to

probe co-translational folding of the alpha-globin chains

[110, 111]. The ability of co-factors and ligands (such as

heme) to specifically bind to growing polypeptide chains

has been viewed as an indication that a binding-compe-

tent conformation has been achieved on the ribosome
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[82, 110, 111]. Using in vitro translation reactions per-

formed in the presence of [3H]hemin and [14C]leucine or

[35S]methionine together with sucrose gradient centrifu-

gation and puromycin treatment, we showed that the

ribosome-bound globin chains were capable of efficient

heme binding [110, 111]. In addition, we found that the

incomplete alpha-globin nascent chains attached to the

ribosome are capable of co-translational heme binding,

indicating that the structure that allows for heme binding

in the nascent chain is achieved prior to the completion of

alpha-globin synthesis [111]. Many additional studies in

this period of time provided overwhelming support for co-

translational folding (see reviews [61, 82]).

The start of the third period in co-translational fold-

ing studies can be roughly attributed to the early 2000s.

This period is continued now and is characterized by the

explosion of techniques and methods to study co-transla-

tional folding (such as single-molecule and time-resolved

fluorescent approaches [96], allowing to study protein

folding in real time [96] and at a single molecule level,

applications of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

and cryo-electron microscopy, allowing to understand the

structure of ribosome-bound nascent chains at atomic

resolution), the development of many other approaches

combining in vivo and in vitro (cell-free translation)

experiments, as well as substantial advancement of the

computational studies allowing to simulate and under-

stand the process of co-translational folding (see

review [82]).

It became evident that the co-translational folding is

characteristic to almost every protein in the cell of pro-

and eukaryotic origin that are single and multidomain,

single and multisubunit, cytosolic, secretory and mem-

brane and that without elucidation of its mechanism and

pathway comprehensive understanding of the protein

folding code would be not possible.

CODON USAGE CODE FOR PROTEIN

FOLDING IN THE CELL: THE NATURE

Investigation of the co-translational protein folding

and, specifically, experiments revealing that refolding of

proteins from the denatured state can be much slower

than co-translational folding, even when compared in the

same environment (like, e.g., cellular extracts used for

in vitro translation) [109], prompted the suggestion that

vectorial nature of the co-translational folding and per-

haps additional features present in mRNA beyond the

amino acid sequence, might explain efficiency of the

in vivo process [112-115]. It became clear however that

directionality of the co-translational folding might likely

play only a fine-tuning role (yet, very important, as would

be seen from the discussion below) in the overall folding

process as some proteins, e.g., circularly permuted pro-

teins and proteins obtained during chemical (Merrifield)

synthesis, appear to be correctly folded following reversal

of the synthesis direction [46, 116].

The studies by Lim and Spirin [59, 60], mentioned

above, suggested that decoding on the ribosome may

facilitate generation of an alpha-helical conformation in

the growing nascent chain. Several questions immediate-

ly arose with this assumption: (i) If ribosomes facilitate

generation of an alpha-helical conformation, how then

other secondary structures (other types of helices, turns,

beta-structures, etc.) are formed during the protein syn-

thesis? (ii) Alpha-helices are known to fold fast [46],

would then formation of the fast folding units require

faster translation rates and formation of the slow folding

units correspondingly require slower translation rates?

(iii) Could then a time window be necessary for intercon-

version of an alpha-helix to other secondary structure(s)

during protein synthesis on the ribosome? (iv) Could then

translation pause sites separate formation of the different

structural elements (like secondary structures, of the

same and/or different type) during protein synthesis on

the ribosome? (v) Would also sequential formation of the

larger folding units (like domains in multidomain pro-

teins) require a more extended pause in translation?

(vi) Finally, how then changes in the translation kinetics

would affect protein folding in the cell?

Remarkably, the possibility of compact (alpha-heli-

cal) structure formation inside the tunnel was experimen-

tally demonstrated 30 years after the original Lim and

Spirin’s theoretical suggestion. This was done via several

approaches, including FRET (fluorescence resonance

energy transfer) [89], probing accessibility (to pegylation)

of the engineered cysteines introduced in the growing

nascent chain (the length of a stretch of a nascent peptide

inside the tunnel has been postulated to be a determinant

of helix formation) [90], and by the direct structural stud-

ies (see review [91]).

In mid 1970s and 1980s emerging studies also indi-

cated that elongation of translation is a non-uniform

process [117-125]. While several reasons for translation

non-uniformity were uncovered (including, for example,

mRNA structure [118] that may impede the ribosome

movement), it became nevertheless clear that the non-

uniform synonymous codon usage is one of the key fac-

tors modulating translation elongation rates [12-22, 124].

As has been mentioned above, the frequent/optimal

codons were as a rule found to be translated more rapidly

than the infrequently used ones and vice versa [12-22].

Given this basic knowledge, we then aimed to ana-

lyze the codon choice relative to the codon placement at

the specific positions in mRNA and examine the rela-

tionship between these regions and the encoded protein

structures [113-115]. Specifically, we were interested to

determine, whether the rare codons can be found at the

border regions between identical or different secondary

structure elements and/or the domain boundaries. We

have postulated that the sequential folding events (such
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as, e.g., formation of distinct secondary structures and/or

tertiary structures, such as domains), which can take

place during co-translational folding, might be separated

by the rare codons/translational pauses sites [113-115].

Independently, Alistair Brown’s group in the Institute of

Genetic at Glasgow University, UK, suggested that the

domain folding on the ribosome might be separated by

translational pauses and that such regions of slowed trans-

lation might serve as interpunctuations during co-transla-

tional protein folding [112].

Admittedly, these earlier studies have not been com-

prehensive enough (partially owing to a lack of sufficient

structure and sequence information), nevertheless we have

concluded that the locations of rare codons (and their

clusters) along mRNAs are highly conserved throughout

evolution and they could indeed potentially separate for-

mation of the distinct secondary structure elements, such

as, e.g., helices (as has been shown, using single domain

proteins, such as cytochromes c, myoglobins and globins)

as well as tertiary structure elements, e.g., domains [as has

been shown, using multidomain proteins, such as gamma-

B and beta-B2 crystallins, phosphoglycerate kinases

(PGKs), etc.] [113-115, 126]. Many subsequent and more

comprehensive studies [127-136] have identified similar

trends at both transition boundaries between different sec-

ondary structures (such as, e.g., beta-strand → coil and

coil → beta-strand) [134] as well as domains [127, 131-

133]. It became also clear that a certain hierarchy exists in

the location of rare codon rich regions along mRNA [61,

79, 98, 113-115, 127, 128]. The rarest codons (and their

clusters) frequently appeared to encode boundaries of the

relatively large units (e.g., domains), whereas less rare

codons encode boundaries of the smaller units

(e.g., motifs, subdomains). This difference was suggested

to reflect the need to provide a more substantial transla-

tional delay required for independent folding of the larger

units in comparison with the smaller ones [61, 79, 98,

113-115]. It has been also suggested that translational

acceleration along the pathway might be equally impor-

tant as fast forming folding units might require corre-

spondingly faster translation rates [61, 79, 98, 113-115].

The co-translational folding was thus proposed to be con-

sidered as a wave process, proceeding through consecutive

changes of slow and fast folding phases coupled to slow

and fast phases in translation. The so-called codon usage

profile (reflecting specific character of codon distribution

along mRNA open reading frames) has been proposed to

serve as a kinetic guide for co-translational protein folding

in the cell [61, 79, 98, 113-115].

Given this knowledge, we then asked, could a link

between the specific patterns of synonymous codon usage

and protein structures be visualized by comparing the

codon usage profiles of the structurally homologous pro-

teins? We hypothesized that if such link exists, then the

structurally homologous proteins from different organ-

isms (regardless of the differences in codon usage biases

between these organisms) should have similar codon

usage profiles [115]. We found that it is indeed the

case [115]. Single and multidomain structurally homolo-

gous proteins, such as, e.g., cytochromes c, myoglobins,

gamma-crystallins, phosphoglycerate kinases (Fig. 2)

appeared to have very similar codon usage profiles,

revealing conservation of positions of the most rare

codons clusters encoding, e.g., domain boundaries

[79, 114, 115].

Several subsequent in silico studies, employing for

example, chloramphenicol acetyltransferases [131] and

ocular lacritins [136] from different organisms provided

similar observations.

Importantly, very recent studies also show that the

ribosome occupancy profiles are conserved between the

structurally and evolutionarily related proteins and pro-

tein domains, further supporting the view that kinetics of

mRNA translation is evolutionarily conserved between

the structurally related proteins to facilitate correct co-

translational folding [137].

It must be noted, however, that while it is generally

accepted now that the frequent codons would accelerate

translation and the rare codons would cause a translation

pause, earlier attempts aimed at demonstrating that a par-

ticular rare codon (or a cluster of rare codons) would

determine appearance of the corresponding ribosome-

mediated translational pause at a particular place in

mRNA appeared to be extremely challenging. Neverthe-

less, in the early-mid 1990s we were able to show (using

both single domain and multidomain proteins) that trans-

lation pause sites can separate formation of distinct struc-

tural elements, like, e.g., alpha-helices in globins [126]

and/or domains in gamma-B crystallin [138]. Interest-

ingly, the in vitro urea-induced equilibrium unfolding and

kinetic refolding studies of bovine gamma-B crystallin

performed at the same time, revealed that folding of

gamma-B crystallin not only proceeds through the

sequential structuring of its domains, but is also charac-

terized by the differential kinetics of its domain folding

[139]. It was found that the N-terminal domain folds sig-

nificantly faster than the C-terminal one [139]. Our

analysis of bovine gamma-B crystallin synthesis not only

confirmed that translation of this protein is a non-uni-

form process characterized by specific pauses, but has

also revealed (by comparing kinetics of translation of the

natural bovine gamma-B crystallin and it’s circularly per-

mutated variant with the order of the N- and C-terminal

domains exchanged) that the natural N-terminal domain

(as a result of non-uniform distribution of fast and rare

codons along the mRNA) is translated faster (as was evi-

dent by less efficient ribosome pausing in this region)

than the C-terminal one [135] (Fig. 3). We have therefore

concluded that translation rates can be optimized to tune

the synthesis and folding of the nascent polypeptide

chains on the ribosome and that the faster folding units

could indeed require faster translation times [139].
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Fig. 2. Conservation of the protein structure is reflected in the conservation of codon usage profile. Backbone/cartoon structures of the phos-

phoglycerate kinases (PGK) from Escherichia coli (PDB ID 1ZMR) (top), from Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast (PDB ID 3PGK) (center), and

from mouse, Mus musculus (PDB ID 2P9T) (bottom). The respective codon usage profiles are on the right (N- and C-terminal domain bound-

aries are indicated). Red arrows indicate the conserved cluster of rare codons at the domain boundaries region.
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The next logical question was: to what extent

changes in the synonymous codon usage could affect pro-

tein folding in the cell?

In 1999, we have provided one the first observations

showing that the synonymous codon substitutions affect

ribosome traffic and protein folding during synthesis of a

model protein, chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT)

[140]. We showed that substitution of sixteen consecutive

rare codons in the CAT gene by the frequent ones has led

to acceleration of the ribosome traffic through the mutat-

Fig. 3. The modular (two domain) structure of the gamma-B crystallin and differential kinetics of its domain folding are reflected in the dif-

ferential codon usage in its domains and non-uniform translation of the protein. a) Backbone/cartoon structure of bovine, Bos taurus, gamma-

B crystallin (PDB ID 4GCR); N-terminal (fast folding) domain is in blue and C-terminal (slow folding) domain is in yellow; the linker con-

necting two domains is in red. b) Codon usage/frequency histogram. The N-terminal domain is (on average) encoded by more frequent

codons in comparison with the C-terminal one. There is a clear boundary between the two domains. c) [35S]-Autoradiogram of gamma-B crys-

tallin in vitro translation products (from [138]), a = gamma-B crystallin after 15 min translation; b-d = nascent peptides prepared from polyri-

bosome fractions after 5, 10, and 15 min of gamma-B translation, respectively; e = gamma-B N-terminal domain translated separately;

f = gamma circularly permuated protein (gamma-CP) after 15 min translation; g-I = nascent peptides prepared from polyribosome fractions

after 5, 10, and 15 min of gamma-CP translation. Major peptides are denoted with numbers according to their lengths (estimated from pep-

tide molecular weights). Arrow indicates the pause in the interdomain (linker region). d) Schematic representation of the (expected) distri-

bution of paused ribosomes in the case of wild-type and circularly permutated gamma-B crystallins. Increased residence time of a ribosome

at particular positions along mRNA leads to increased accumulation of the nascent chains of the respective sizes.
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ed region in an in vitro translation system and affected

specific activity of the enzyme (in comparison with the

wild-type protein) [140]. Since specific activity of a given

protein could be considered as a measure of its proper

folding, we concluded that CAT folding was affect-

ed [140].

Many subsequent experiments highlighted signifi-

cance of the synonymous codon usage for protein folding

and showed that synonymous codon substitutions can

affect sensitivity of a protein to limited proteolysis [141-

143], protein spectroscopic properties [144], aggregation

propensity [144-146], specific activity [141, 147], cellular

fitness [148], and ultimately can cause diseases [149-152].

In addition, synonymous codon choice has been also

suggested to affect efficiency of interaction of the nascent

polypeptides with the signal recognition particle [153],

thus affecting protein secretion.

It must be noted the “codon usage code” for protein

folding hypothesis [112-115] also postulated that altered

kinetics of translation will affect conformation of the

ribosome-bound nascent chains in the first place, subse-

quently potentially also changing final conformation of

the released protein and/or altering equilibrium between

the different protein conformers, which, in turn, could

lead to, e.g., enhanced protein aggregation and/or degra-

dation (co- or post-translational), or change of the pro-

tein specific activity and/or function (see reviews

[61, 79]). However, direct experimental evidence in sup-

port of this notion has been obtained only recently [154].

To investigate how differential usage of synonymous

codons affects translation kinetics, co- and post-transla-

tional folding, and protein conformation and stability, we

further used bovine gamma-B crystallin and analyzed

expression of the protein in vivo in Escherichia coli cells

and in vitro in a completely reconstituted cell-free trans-

lation system. We compared the expression of two variants

of gamma-B crystallin, one with the codon usage that

would be optimal for protein translation in E. coli (with

an mRNA codon usage profile similar to that found in

Bos taurus, which was expected to result in more natural

translation kinetics) and the other with unaltered codon

composition sub-optimal for translation in E. coli [154].

Our analysis of the effects of synonymous codon choice

on the translation of gamma-B crystallin mRNAs showed

that the codon choice alters local and global translation

rates and results in formation of alternative conforma-

tions of the protein both in the attached nascent chains

and upon release of the protein from the ribosome [154].

Importantly, we showed using real time measurements,

which employed fluorescence and FRET, that kinetics of

the synthesis and co-translational folding of gamma-B

crystallin is indeed altered by the synonymous codon sub-

stitutions. Moreover, by using direct structure elucidation

approach (2D NMR) we were able to demonstrate, for

the first time, considerable structural heterogeneity of the

purified, mature synonymous gamma-B crystallin protein

variants (which also altered intracellular aggregation

propensity of the protein) [154]. We concluded that the

synonymous changes introduced in the mRNA altered

the distribution of populations within the landscape of

accessible protein conformations both on the ribosome

and after the chain release [154] (Fig. 4).

These experiments were done in collaboration with

Harald Schwalbe from the Johann Wolfgang Goethe-

Universität in Frankfurt, Germany and Marina V.

Rodnina from the Max Planck Institute for Biophysical

Chemistry in Goettingen, Germany, and provided one of

the strongest supports to the hypothesis stating that the

specific nature of synonymous codon usage along mRNA

may indeed serve as a secondary code for protein folding

in the cell [154].

CODON USAGE CODE FOR PROTEIN FOLDING

IN THE CELL: IMPORTANCE

The discovery that the changes of synonymous

codons can not only affect the protein expression levels,

but also affect protein folding, brought about increased

awareness of the scientific community to the impact of

synonymous codon usage on the protein function. It

became clear that synonymous codon changes could also

cause the development of human disease [149-154] and

potentially affect safety and efficacy of the recombinant/

therapeutic proteins [155-157]. Surprisingly, it was also

found that even a single synonymous mutation can be dele-

terious to protein folding and function [141, 152, 158].

In 2007, Chava Kimchi-Sarfaty, Michael Gottesman

and their colleagues demonstrated that a single synony-

mous mutation in the multidrug resistance 1 (MDR1)

gene, encoding P-glycoprotein, could alter protein activ-

ity and affect sensitivity of a patient to a plethora of

drugs [141]. P-glycoprotein is a transmembrane protein

that pumps various drugs out of the cells (see [141] and

ref. therein). Under normal conditions it confers resist-

ance to exogenous drug substances and/or body metabo-

lites [141, 149] However, in cancer patients the function

of P-glycoprotein (P-gp) can reduce efficacy of

chemotherapy treatments and thus P-gp represents an

important target for drug delivery purposes [149]. Chava

Kimchi-Sarfaty and colleagues showed that substrate

specificity of P-glycoprotein is altered by the single syn-

onymous mutation (c.3435>T, ATC>ATT, p.Ile1145Ile)

in the gene [141]. It was previously found that plasma and

serum blood concentrations of, e.g., cardiac glycoside

digoxine, antihistamine drug fexofenadine, µ-opioid

receptor agonist loperamide and some other drugs are

altered in subjects carrying c.3435>T polymorphism (in

comparison with normal individuals) after single or mul-

tiple (oral) administration of these drugs, but the exact

reason for this difference was not known [149]. The study

by Kimchi-Sarfaty and colleagues explained the altered
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pharmacokinetics of P-gp in the individuals carrying this

polymorphism and demonstrated for the first time that

the naturally occurring variations in the synonymous

codons in a defined gene can give rise to a protein prod-

uct with the same amino acid sequence but different

structural or functional features [141].

Subsequently, in collaboration with Chava Kimchi-

Sarfaty, we have demonstrated that a single synonymous

mutation, c.459G>A (GTG>GTA, p.Val153Val or

Val107Val (Val107 is the amino acid number after the pre-

pro-petide cleavage on secretion)) in the F9 gene (encod-

ing blood coagulation factor FIX) that has been associat-

ed with decreased blood coagulation and mild

haemophilia B in the affected individuals, alters FIX syn-

thesis and affects its conformation resulting in the

decreased extracellular protein levels [152]. As such, we

were able to determine pathogenic basis for the single

synonymous mutation in the F9 gene associated with

haemophilia B [152]. This case was puzzling for

researchers, who discovered it in 2008 [159], as it could

not be explained by the altered mRNA properties

(mRNA levels, splicing/exon skipping or retention of

introns, or stability), a common expected cause [150,

151, 160-163] of many diseases associated with synony-

mous mutations, before it became clear that synonymous

mutations could affect protein biogenesis.

In addition, and also in collaboration with Chava

Kimchi-Sarfaty, we have recently demonstrated that a

single synonymous mutation, c.354G>A (CCG>CCA,

p.Pro118Pro) in ADAMTS13 (a disintegrin and metallo-

proteinase with a thrombospondin type 1 motif,

member 13), a large multi-domain secreted protein that

regulates thrombogenesis by cleavage of an adhesive

blood glycoprotein, von Willebrand factor (VWF) can

confer enhanced specific activity to the enzyme [158].

This substitution is a naturally occurring variant in the

Fig. 4. Genetic code governs protein folding in the cell. Appearance of the distinct folding intermediates is linked to the overall and local rate

of translation specified by synonymous codon usage. Altered codon usage results in modified translation kinetics and folding events on the

ribosome and after polypeptide chain release and may lead to altered final protein conformation and distinct folding minima.
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human population (allele frequency: 0.026 (1000

Genomes), 0.0627 [The Exome Aggregation Consortium

(ExAC)] [158], and thus far has not been associated with

a disease phenotype [158, 164]. However, c.354G>A

ADAMTS13 variant to date represents a truly unique

example, as it produces a substantial positive contribution

to the protein specific activity [158]. Whether this muta-

tion offers any evolutionary advantage to the affected

individuals remains to be established.

The finding that synonymous codon changes can

represent a risk factor for proper protein function (and

affect protein structure) also adds a novel layer of com-

plexity to the process of manufacturing of recombinant

proteins, including protein therapeutics. Currently, bio-

pharmaceutical industry takes advantage of an array of

available computational tools, which take into account

synonymous codon usage bias, to redesign genes for

enhanced expression (see review [156]). However, these

tools typically focus on the translation efficiency (and

usually involve massive substitutions of the majority of

infrequently used codons with synonymous frequently

used ones) and have limited (if any) capacity to evaluate

the effect of synonymous codon usage on protein

folding [156]. However, as mentioned above, maximizing

the speed and output of translation may put conflicting

demands on the protein synthesis machinery, resulting in

improper protein folding. Moreover, a growing number of

reports show that even minor changes in the protein

structure can result in altered immunogenicity of the pro-

tein therapeutics and lead to the development of neutral-

izing antibodies [155, 165]. These findings represent an

additional risk factor during manufacturing of protein

therapeutics. At present, assessment of the potential for

immunogenicity in protein therapeutics represents

another unmet need in biotechnology industry and in

clinical practice [165].

Obviously, the development of better codon opti-

mization strategies is required. Several companies,

including, for example DAPCEL, Inc. [156], are now uti-

lizing the available knowledge for the development of bet-

ter synonymous gene optimization strategies aimed at

production (in any desired host organism) of correctly

folded, soluble proteins.

However, much work has yet to be done. There is yet

an incomplete understanding of the exact impact of both

single and multiple synonymous mutations on protein

folding and function. Nevertheless, despite the lack of

understanding of many details, it became obvious that

synonymous codon usage provides a secondary code for

the protein folding in vivo and fine-tunes the co-transla-

tional protein folding by allowing proteins to circumvent

deep kinetic traps during synthesis and thus ensuring

rapid and efficient acquisition of the protein structure in

the cell. It is thus becoming evident that natural selection

simultaneously exploits numerous possibilities to opti-

mize expression of the genetic information.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This review is dedicated to the memory of Alexander

Sergeevich Spirin and on occasion of his 90th birthday

anniversary and in part reflects his contribution to the

development of the field of co-translational protein fold-

ing.

My interest in protein synthesis, as I believe the

interest of many students and researchers in the

Department of Molecular Biology at Moscow State

University, which Prof. Spirin headed from 1972 to 2012,

was largely triggered by his lectures on the ribosome

structure and the mechanism of protein synthesis. I had a

chance to attend these lectures back in 1984, as an under-

graduate student in the Department. These lectures were

truly inspiring, stimulating, and prompting numerous

questions. I was fortunate to continue my graduate and

post-graduate work in the same Department in the groups

of Prof. Vladimir V. Yurkevich and subsequently

Prof. Igor A. Krasheninnikov, also working in close col-

laboration with Prof. Spirin. I have had also a chance to

spend substantial time in the Prof. Spirin’s laboratory at

the Institute of Protein Research, in Pushchino (in early-

mid 1990s) conducting work on co-translational folding

of globin. This experience was invaluable for shaping my

scientific views and attitude for research.
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